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WELCOME to this Christmas edition
of the Woodard Voice.
Much has been happening!
Here the Chairman reflects on the recent
Chairmen’s Conference:
The School Chairmen/Custodes met with members of the
Board of Woodard and the senior executive team near
Leamington Spa on 14/15 November. Eucharist was celebrated
on the first evening, led by the President, followed by dinner.
The whole event was conducted in an excellent constructive
atmosphere and significant progress was made in a number of
areas.
The meeting itself focused primarily on some of the challenges presented by the current
market, such as affordability for parents; meeting the additional costs of contributions to the
Teachers’ Pension Scheme; and the political headwinds and the potential threat of
imposition of VAT on school fees. Closer to home, we discussed some of the lessons to be
learned from the recent closure of Abbots Bromley School.
In response to these challenges, the school representatives agreed with the Woodard team
that significant benefits could be derived from membership of Woodard, in pursuit of
Woodard’s published objectives to make our schools more efficient and effective. Over the
past few years, the procurement initiative, funded by Woodard and led by Jeremy
Allardyce, has seen significant benefits for Woodard schools that have participated.
Similarly, centrally funded programmes such as the “Schola” programme to make Oxbridge
training available to any suitably qualified pupil from any Woodard school, including our
affiliated schools, has seen some notable successes in obtaining Oxbridge places from
schools that have never previously achieved this.
It was agreed that we should look at other areas that might usefully be funded from the
centre (but potentially delivered from anywhere within the group), such as advice relating
to human resources, compliance and so on. We will press ahead with that study as quickly
as feasible and we intend to set up a consultation body with our schools in order to discuss
options as we go. Watch this space ………
Overall the conference was very encouraging and we look forward to the next year with
confidence.
Richard Morse, Chairman

WOODARD CHORAL FESTIVAL
On Friday 18 October, the beginning of half term in some schools, 132 pupils from eight
Woodard schools came together for the first Woodard Choral Festival held at Worksop
College, Nottinghamshire. The schools represented were Bury C of E High School (the
most recent Woodard school), St James’s School Grimsby, King’s Rochester, The
Peterborough School, Crompton House Oldham, Queen Mary’s Thirsk, Worksop College
and Ranby House.
After nine hours of rehearsals lead by Jeremy Jackman, for ten years a member of the
celebrated Kings Singers, the choir sang Compline on Saturday night (this was 113 pupils
in church at ten o’clock on a Saturday night - how counter cultural is that?), a Eucharist on
Sunday morning and Evensong Sunday afternoon. In between the services choir and
guests enjoyed a magnificent Sunday lunch served in the Great Hall. The standard of the
singing was extraordinary. You can hear some of it by clicking the button below:
CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

The hospitality offered by Worksop College and its Headmaster, Dr John Price, was
outstanding.
As ever the quality and smooth running of any activity depends on the administrative
preparation that goes on beforehand and we were wonderfully served in this regard by
Miss Ruth Massey, the Director of Music at Ranby House. Her preparations were faultless
and the whole course took place without mishap or confusion. Thank you Miss Massey.
As one Director of Music writes:
We are truly thankful for all you did to create this amazing Woodard Choral festival
weekend at Worksop College. Not only were our 23 pupils rewarded and challenged by the
repertoire, they had the opportunity to meet, sing and socialise with other young people
from around the country and to share some wonderful music making and fellowship with
them. Who knows what seeds may have been sown this weekend? They have all left
Worksop with a greater sense of what they can achieve, a greater appreciation of the
sanctity of music within the liturgy, and an experience which they will never forget.
So it may be that we have started something and created a tradition that will endure. The
value of Woodard Schools comes when we can offer experiences that would not be
possible in stand-alone schools. We certainly did over three days in Worksop. And Bishop
John, our President, preached very well on ‘perseverance’. Thank you Bishop John.

LANCING CHAPEL COMPLETION
APPEAL
On Saturday 14 September a public fundraising
campaign was launched for the completion of the
Chapel at Lancing College. This has been a long time in
gestation but now the moment has come and contracts
have been signed. As this is of importance to the whole
Woodard family here is the story told by Jeremy
Tomlinson, Secretary of the Friends of Lancing College
Chapel.

WEST END STORY
Nathaniel Woodard was a force to be reckoned with. Those of us who are responsible for
Lancing College Chapel feel his presence with us every day. The Chapel began to rise on
its extraordinarily deep foundations from 1868. From 1875 to 1911 the crypt was the school
chapel. Meanwhile the upper chapel was built, in the traditional medieval way from east to
west. By then the architects, Herbert Carpenter and William Slater, responding to the
Founder’s vision, had expanded the design to cathedral dimensions taking great structural
and ﬁnancial risks. In 1885 the aging Woodard had the east end built up to full height and
he himself set the top stone, saying ‘Now should a niggardly generation arise and decide
that it is too costly to build to the height I desire, then they will have to pull down my work’.
After he died in 1891, however, his heroic son Billy carried on the work at full height as far
as the last bay before the ante-chapel which was intended to link to the school.
Then, in 1911, the west arch was closed up with
corrugated iron, the windows ﬁlled with green plate glass
and the Chapel came into use. Thus it remained,
dismally unﬁnished, through two world wars, the great
depression and the changing fortunes of the College,
until the 1950s. During that time several schemes had
been proposed for completing the west end, but
everything had changed and the original plan to link the
Chapel to the school, with a south facing porch and a
tower, had become impractical and vastly expensive.
Even when Stephen Dykes Bower’s west wall and rose
window were dedicated in 1978, his proposed antechapel also had to be left unﬁnished and was eventually
abandoned. On the other hand, the rose window was a
reminder of the Founder’s original purpose because it
contained the shields of all the schools then in the
Woodard Corporation. The dedication ceremony brought
their representatives together and for years afterwards,
the chapel hosted annual gatherings of Woodard pupils.
The Founder had written ‘The great chapel as it will be hereafter, is I know open to the
criticism of those who only look at it as a chapel for a school of three or four hundred boys;
but to those who regard it in its true character as the central chapel of a great society
consecrated to a noble effort for the defence and support of Christian Truth, it will not
appear to violate the rules of modesty and prudence, but rather to represent the faith in the
essential strength of the Church in those who promote it.’ He also said ‘No system of
education would be prefect which did not provide for the cultivation of the taste of the
pupils through the highest examples of architecture.’

These are extravagant aspirations but to leave a Grade 1 listed architectural masterpiece
of such symbolic significance and such iconic beauty unfinished and crudely bricked up
has always seemed a betrayal of the Founder’s vision and of the efforts of previous
donors, architects and masons. But how could we manage not ’to violate the rules of
modesty and prudence’ in the 21st century and yet avoid being a ‘niggardly generation’?
What is more, adjacent buildings that were ‘temporary’ in 1911 have become permanent
and the unimaginable increase in motor traffic on the drive combined with the inflation of
construction costs has made any significant extension or link to the school impossible. The
problem of the west end has hung over the heads of the Friends of Lancing Chapel for
over seventy years: a constant reproach and disappointment. Worse still it has threatened
to detract from the essential and unending work needed to conserve and enhance the
existing building for the future.
The style, uniformity and, especially, the vast proportions of Lancing Chapel present a
formidable challenge to an architect in designing a fitting but affordable conclusion to ‘the
west end story’. Now Michael Drury, who has been our surveying architect for over twenty
years, has developed a new scheme which solves the problem. The two bricked up antechapel walls will be turned into western buttresses, echoing those by Carpenter and Dykes
Bower. Between them will be a three-arched porch sheltering new plate glass doors and
limestone paving. The blind tracery which was put into the western arches in 2017 will
become a feature of the design and a three-two-one sequence will lead the visitor’s eye up
to the rose window and forwards into the breath-taking revelation of the nave. Michael’s
design has been greatly admired and all experts and official bodies who have been
consulted have agreed that this is the right solution.
Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of the Friends of Lancing Chapel and other major
donors (including Woodard Schools), we have been able to sign the contract for the work
to start in October 2019. It is expected that the Chapel will be completed by 2021 and the
dedication of the porch will be a moment of triumph, not just for Lancing but for all
Woodard schools. ‘To preserve to the Country a system of solid Christian education, when
the ideal of the nation is purely secular, is a work which the highest angels might envy’,
wrote the Founder in a begging letter to Martin Gibbs, one of his most lavish supporters.
‘That is why I think so much of the Chapel. Till that is finished we have no home; no centre
to our work; no spiritual starting point. When we have that, we may rejoice before the Lord
in hope and look out at the world with an anxious concern for its good, but with assurance
that we must be of service to it.’
I trust he will not be disappointed by our efforts!

ABBOTS BROMLEY SCHOOL
Readers will know that sadly Abbots Bromley School did not reopen this term. Here a
former Chair of Governors and the current Chair offer some reflections on the significance
of the school:
To say that the closure of Abbots Bromley School, the first Woodard girls’ school opened
by Nathaniel Woodard, after 145 years was met with great sadness, would be a huge
understatement.
Inevitably the closure has had an enormous impact on students, staff, parents and the local
community. Abbots Bromley is a small village, and many depended on AB not only for their
jobs but also for the life it breathed into this picturesque village. Sadly, students have had
their education interrupted and staff have had to find new employment.
Not only has the present AB community been deeply affected, the closure also has been
felt deeply by the alumni association, The Guild of S Mary and S Anne, a truly unique
association. The present Custos said in one of her Speech Day addresses, “Guild
members do not, on meeting you ask ‘how much can you donate?’ but rather ‘how are you,
can we help?’”. The Guild, originally set up to care for the Chapel and to keep former
students in touch, still holds true to its original aims but have also funded a number of
Guild scholars giving students, who would not usually be able to attend AB, the opportunity
to experience and benefit from the unique education AB offered. The Guild also has a
Pastoral Fund, used to help those members who need a little help, whether it be company,
flowers or, in some cases monetary assistance. We care about each other and we pray for
each other – this is what AB has taught us. Christian values may be going out of fashion,
but this will never happen for AB students, for us Christianity is part of us, just as the
school will always be.
We will forever treasure happy memories of our school and the Guild goes on ………
Everyone who was lucky enough to study or work at AB would acknowledge the enormous
influence AB has had on their lives, after all AB is not just a school it is a way of life.

THOMIAN 1ST XI CRICKET TOUR TO THE UNITED KINGDOM
And finally S Thomas’ College Colombo Sri Lanka held a cricket tour to England last
summer.
Here the MiC reflects on the tour:
Due to the invitation and support provided to the College by the Old Thomians’ Association
of the United Kingdom and other generous old boys and sponsors, the Thomian 1st XI
Cricket Tour to the UK took place successfully in June/July this year. This historic tour was
organised as a reward for the team’s outstanding achievements during the 2018/2019
cricket season, the pinnacle of which was winning the 140th Battle of the Blues after a
lapse of twelve years and regaining the coveted Rt Hon D S Senanayake Challenge
Shield.
In addition to this magnificent and seemingly impossible feat, the 1st XI team also won the
Sri Lanka Schools’ All Island Limited Over Tournament, and were runners up in the Sri
Lanka Schools’ All Island Two-Day Tournament. These achievements were the main
contributory factors which led to the team being selected as the All Island Best Team for
the second consecutive year, having been awarded this honour at the 2018 Dialog
Schools’ Cricket Awards after a long 30 year period.
The tour of the United Kingdom was more than successful and the College played seven
games against some of the leading schools in the country including Eton and Harrow, two
of the oldest and most prestigious boys’ schools in the world. Historically, the College has
shared a special relationship with Eton, as our founder Bishop James Chapman, who can
also be credited with introducing cricket to the College, was educated at and later served
as a Master of Eton College before coming to Sri Lanka as the first Anglican Bishop of
Colombo and subsequently founding S Thomas’ College. This is evident from the fact that
he drew from his experiences at Eton and used them to model the College, introducing
features such as the motto, the house system and the naming of the forms.
The tour was a unique experience for most of the boys who may not otherwise have had
the opportunity to travel abroad on this scale, as such the 1st XI team is eternally grateful
to all old boys and, friends of STC in Sri Lanka and overseas who contributed towards
making this dream a reality.
A special highlight of the tour was that the faithful Head Groundsman, Ariyapala Fernando,
more fondly referred to as “Ari Mama” was also able go on this tour as a token of gratitude
for nearly 40 years of unwavering service to the College.

The boys were graciously sponsored by various parties who wish to remain anonymous, to
tour the Lords Cricket Ground known as the home of cricket, Old Trafford Football Stadium
the home of Manchester United, Windsor Castle, London city and several other landmarks
that made the tour all the more memorable.
The most important impact of the tour is that it gave the boys an opportunity to bond with
each other and form life long friendships. It also, like the Australian tour, pushed the team
into the deep end, placing them in unfamiliar environments, having to play different formats
and under very different conditions to what they are used to. They are certain that this will
play a vital role in any future success of the team in the coming season as it also provided
much needed pre-season games and a chance for the players to flourish in any
environment.
Once again, the team would be failing in their duty if they did not thank all of those who
made this tour a possibility, very specially the small sub committee led by old Thomian,
Krishan Perera, (the brains behind the tour) and other members of the OTAUK general
committee and membership, and also all the loyal supporters of the team around the world
without whom the success of the last season would not have been possible.
The touring party included the following:
Officials:
Revd Marc Billimoria (Warden), Mr Dinesh Kumarasinghe (Director of Cricket), Mr Dilshan
Mendis (Assistant Coach), Mr Lasith Randunu (Assistant Coach), Mr Yohan Mendis (Acting
Master in Charge), Mr Ariyapala Fernando (Chief Groundsman)
Players:
Sithara Hapuhinna (Captain), Kalana Perera (Vice Captain), Thevin Eriyagama
(Secretary), Dellon Peiris, Shannon Fernando, Shalin De Mel, Kishan Munasinha, Yohan
Perera, Umayanga Suwaris, Ravindu De Silva, Dilmin Rathnayaka, Ryan Fernando, Tehan
Schaffter, Gavin Botheju, Deon Fernando, Shamilka Wickramathilake, Shehan Silva.
The results of the games are as follows:
• 1st game vs Sussex Under 19 (S. Thomas’ College won by 6 wickets)
Sussex under 19 110/10 (30.1 overs)
Dilmin Ratnayake 3/23
Shannon Fernando 3/27
S Thomas’ College 113/4 (15 overs)
Shalin De Mel 39
Yohan Perera 29*
• 2nd game vs Harrow College (Match abandoned due to rain)
Harrow College 154/9 (40 overs)
Shanon Fernando 4/27
Sithara Hapuhinna 2/38
S Thomas’ College 17/0 (2 overs)
Shalin De Mel 10*
SitharaHapuhinna 6*
• 3rd game vs Eton College (S. Thomas’ College won by 8 wickets)
Eton College 67/10 (19.4 overs)
Dellon Peiris 4/11
Kishan Munasinha 2/7
S Thomas’ College 71/2 (16.4 overs)
Sithara Hapuhinna 24
Ryan Fernando 21*
• 4th game vs Oxford CC (S. Thomas’ won by 11 runs)
S Thomas’ College 167/7 (20 overs)
Umayanga Suwaris 50
Dellon Peiris 24
Oxford CC 156/9 (20 overs)
Dilmin Ratnayake 3/30
Shanon Fernando 2/36
• 5th game vs King’s College, Taunton (King’s College won by 11 runs)
King’s College 221/7 (40 overs)
Dellon Peiris 2/29
Tehan Schaffter 2/37
S Thomas’College 210/8 (40 overs)
Ravindu De Silva 72
Kishan Munasinha 49
• 6th game vs Milfield College (S. Thomas’ won by 1 run)
S Thomas’ College 122/10 (20 overs)
Ravindu De Silva 26
Umayanga Suwaris 18
Milfield College 121/7 (20 overs)
Dilmin Ratnayake 1/17
Shamilka Wickramathilake 1/19
• 7th game vs Whitgift College (match abandoned due to rain)
S Thomas’ College 124/5 (15.2 overs)
Ravindu De Silva 69
Ryan Fernando 39
Whitgift College (did not bat)
Article written by Yohan Mendis

2020 CORPORATE CHAPTER
The 2020 Corporate Chapter is to be held on three dates in different locations: the 12 May
at The Cathedral School, Llandaff, 13 May at Lancing College and the 14 May at The
Peterborough School. Fellows are welcome to attend any of these events. The date and
venue of the 2020 AGM is yet to be confirmed. Details will be confirmed in due course. The
Woodard diary can be found at the back of the Cycle of Prayer booklet.

With Christmas greetings and every good wish for the New Year,
and our thanks for your support from Woodard Schools

Qui diligit Deum diligat et fratrem suum
This icon of Our Lady and the Christ Child is one panel of the 2011 Woodard Diptych
Nathaniel Woodard, our founder, was born on the feast of the falling asleep of S Benedict.
Benedict is depicted in the folds of the Virgin's robe.
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